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1.1
purpose of study
introduction

“To produce a comprehensive and high quality study into the 

potential options for the redevelopment of the Rally Park to both 

support the regeneration of Leicester’s Waterside and to increase 

the value of the Park to the existing user base.”

 LCC Invitation to Tender Brief May 2008.

Capita Lovejoy commissioned by LCC in August 2008 for the preparation of a feasibility 
study for Rally Park. The agreed methodology has three distinct stages: context and 
vision; concept and options, and; design report.

This report has been prepared to deliver and realise the shared vision of the Council 
and the people of Leicester for the design of Rally Park. Fundamental to the success 
of the park this report seeks to build on 5 key design objectives and which form the 
content of this report:

1. Assessing the needs of a neighbourhood park
It is important to deliver a public park that is valued by the local residents, by 
catering for their needs and providing a sense of ownership and pride. This study 
has undertook detailed and creative engagement with current park users, local 
community groups and local stakeholders to assess how the park is used, what are 
the local aspirations and opportunities. The future role of the neighbourhood park has 
also been assessed in conjunction with the Waterside regeneration area. Precedent 
studies of European exemplars have also been explored to greatly increase the 
awareness of contemporary, successful park design.

2. Reducing crime and the risk of crime
We have used our knowledge of ‘Safer Places - the planning system and crime 
prevention’ and our public realm experience to ensure that the risk and potential for 
crime is reduced as far as possible. Important principles that have been considered:
• Access and movement - how routes re! ect desire lines and create direct 
movement
• Surveillance - how can we improve the active surveillance of the park? 
• Ownership - how can the park create a sense of common ownership? 
• Activity - what sports/recreational activities could be provided within the park?

3. Improving access, linkages and usage
A detailed movement investigation has been carried out to assess the likely 
movements, desire lines and volumes. This is important to facilitate good connections 
with existing communities, the City centre, De Montfort University, and the new 
Waterside redevelopment. 

4. Great conceptual park design that is deliverable
We have taken great inspiration from both the context of the park - its history, patterns, 
associations and its future, to create a contemporary, design for a 21st Century public 
park.  We also want to see a park that is deliverable and our conceptual design process 
has regularly touched on reality, cost, buildability, future use, safety, maintenance,  and 
replacement.

1 - context and visionstage

2 - concept and optionsstage

3 - design reportstage
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baseline information
Rally Park is an open space of about 3.75 hectares it is long & narrow in shape. It is 
designated as a ‘neighbourhood park’ and is managed by The Council. 

About 13,000 people live within a ten minute walk with a further 3-3,500 dwellings 
proposed for the waterside development.

Rally Park lies to the west of the Waterside Development area and is separated from 
it by both the Old River Soar and the Leicester Branch of the Grand Union Canal; 
two waterways which divide at Evans Weir just to the south of Soar Island. There do 
however exist bridge links from the Park to the Waterside Development Area. Rally 
Park is an integral part of the strategically important wildlife corridor of the river and 
is designated as a Biodiversity Enhancement Site in the Local Plan.  There is great 
potential to improve the habitat connectivity between the River and Stokeswood Park 
by enhancing the wildlife value of Rally Park.’

The Forest Way cycle path runs through the park and is an important link to the Riverside 
footpath & cycle way (sustrans route 6 & 63) from the residential areas.

The Park was created on land used for the terminus of the Swannington to Leicester 
Railway, which directly in! uenced its layout. It suffers from poor design, access and 
a lack of natural surveillance. It features a small adventure playground (after school 
club); bike circuit (whose users have established the Park as one of the busiest free-
ride venues in Leicester - The ‘King of the Dirt’ 2004 charity event attracted about 4000 
people to the park); small segment of rail track; a stone circle; a small woodland area 
(at the southern end) that will be affected by the proposed bridge development.

Within an urban design picture, the waterside SPD suggests a changed footprint for 
the park allowing for projected development over a 20-year period. The picture 
demonstrates a core of the park that remains untouched; some potential changes 
that are long-term and dependent on complex factors and some changes that are 
potentially imminent (the new bridge for example).

The existing user base is passionate about their green space and will be sensitive to 
any proposals suggested in the feasibility study, which appear to compromise the 
open space. This concern for their green space is a great opportunity for positive 
engagement through further consultation, which allows a means of collecting opinion, 
disseminating information and building consensus.
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The survey and analysis work has been compiled following a review of the baseline data (listed below) and 
the ! ndings of a site visit undertaken on the 29 July 2008. The survey information is presented in a number of 
separate but interlinked layers and the conclusions are summarised on the ! nal analysis plan.

history
• historical maps 1741, 1828, 1879, 1888, 1904, 1938
• indicative roman map of leicester 
• local plan designations - listed buildings, local 
buildings of interest, archaeological sites and 
monuments, conservation areas

character and land use
• Rally Park management plan
• digital topo survey

movement
• sustrans map of leicester

visual assessment

policy appraisal
• local plan designations - green space, biodiver-
sity improvement, sinc
• waterside SPD

local community
• Rally Park crime data 2004
• LDF open space study
• 2001 Leicester population census

land ownership
• LCC Property Services land ownership plan

constraints
• LCC habitat survey
• local plan designations - tpo
• desktop contamination study

opportunities
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introduction5.1
Approach
This presentation represents the conclusion to the conceptual design element of 
Project Stage 2 and has involved a series of rigorous concept design workshops.  This 
presentation will be followed by a public and stakeholder engagement event which 
will communicate the outcome of Stage 1 and how the design concept is evolving 
within Stage 2.

1 - context and visionstage

2 - concept and optionsstage

3 - design reportstage

Ambition
The ambition of the conceptual stage of the project is to create ideas and not " xed 
solutions.  This stage needs to provide the design development of Rally Park with an 
inspirational foundation that allows the scheme to be recognised in years to come as 
an international precedent for urban park design as a regeneration catalyst.  It also 
needs to be clearly ‘of Leicester’ and to respond to the key issues and qualities of 
Rally Park and its surroundings.  The conceptual framework is thus a clear expression 
of ideas that will underpin the evolving design solutions, act as a guide to focus 
subsequent design decisions and address a number of context and site speci" c issues 
that have a clear importance within the " nal design framework.

Concept Workshop Process
This 3-day concept workshop was attended by Capita Lovejoy design members AW/
JH/DP/KM and LCC design representatives, Kevin Fazackerley and Chryse Tinsley. The 
aim of the workshop was to synthesize the Stage 1 outcomes with the speci" c site 
opportunities, the park’s history, role within the city, user requirements and land-use 
programme (play area / informal play space...etc) in order to explore the ways in 
which the park could potentially represent itself in terms of functionality, appearance 
and funding.

Day one - Monday 22nd September
The " rst day began with a review of the key " ndings from stage one. This was followed 
by a site visit to examine the park  and its context. Initial ideas and issues were then 
discussed and a direction of exploration was agreed in order to establish an initial 
design concept. 

Day three - Thursday 24th September
The third and " nal day focused on re" ning the approach and identifying options for 
the potential design layout.

Day two - Wednesday 23rd September
On the second day KF and CT provided important contextual information relevant 
to the design of the park and any evolving concept. The design concept was later 
explored further and developed into a clear strategy, along with a review of the 
potential options / interpretations of the concept. 
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main_title
sub_title

5.2
regional macro
concept setting

The vision for Leicester established within The East Midlands Development Agency’s 
2005 Urban Action Plan includes “sustainable communities drawn back to 
the city centre by quality, affordable housing and a beautiful eco-
corridor along a rejuvenated river soar”.

The Tri-City Regional Development ambition includes establishing a Regional 
Riverside Corridor covering the Rivers Derwent, Soar and Trent and their tributaries, 
protecting wildlife and making the countryside more accessible for recreation.

SCALE 1:25,000SCALE 1:25,000
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Soar Island is located within the bounds of Rally Park and is one of a number of islands 
located along the Soar / Grand Union Canal valley. Soar Island could become part 
of the concept of “Island hopping on the Leicester archipelago” where the identity  
of each of the islands would be fashioned and emphasised, as a visually, physically 
identi" able geographical entity within the mainland of the city. Each island will have a 
clear identi" able boundary and sense of place.
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5.3 concept - ‘shifting boundaries’
defi nition

River Soar / city boundary 
shifting over time

At one time, Leicester’s sprawling industrialisation must have 
seemed unstoppable, with time-honoured city boundaries 
constantly shifting outwards to match the speed of expansion 
– to capture for the swelling city the new canal navigation 
and river-fronting factories, cheaper coal from the outlying 
collieries to the north-west, more land for more housing and 
manufacturing.

As the boundaries of the rapidly industrialising city shifted 
geographically, the social boundaries reinforcing our 
individual identities became as tightly circumscribed as the 
paths and ! ower beds in the new Abbey Park.  The civic, 
social and cultural conventions that underpinned Leicester’s 
industrialisation during the 19th century were as defendable 
as the Roman walls of Ratae Corieltauvorum had been 1800 
years earlier.

Today, Leicester is on the move again – its boundaries shifting in ways unimaginable 
a century or so ago.  Established land parcels and forgotten corridors are being 
recon" gured to improve connectivity, increase porosity and open up opportunity; 
and social interactions and cultural agendas are increasingly more welcoming of 
diversity and difference as a basis for developing “identity, con" dence and self- 
esteem” (Leicester’s Cultural Strategy).

Rally Park is pivotal to all this.  Although a legacy or remainder site left over from the 1966 
closure of the Leicester & Swannington Railway, its position on the River Soar invites 
new thinking about the north/south landscape corridor as a potentially important sub-
regional and 3 Cities/Counties resource that can revitalise neighbourhoods, create 
new destinations to enhance visitor and resident experience alike, and make Leicester 
a more liveable city into the 21st century.

Rally Park is also an important east/west connector between the city centre and 
neighbourhood communities via Soar Island.  The possibility of extending Soar Lane 
to the west, " rst proposed before 1875, can now be realised to the bene" t of residents 
and visitors, encouraging new development and infrastructure.

The site is bounded to the north by Fosse Road North; to the east by properties 
fronting Bonchurch Street, a section of the River Soar that includes Soar Island, and 
associated development sites; to the south by St Augustine Road; and, to the west, by 
properties fronting Tudor Road.

Site entrances are:
• via a pedestrian/cycle bridge over Fosse Road North to the north;
• an entrance opposite the junction of Bonchurch Street and Dunton Street to the 

east;
• Soar Lane via Soar Island, also to the east;
• two entrances to the south at the junctions of Tudor Road and  Richard III Road with 

St Augustine Road; and
• off Tudor Road at the junction with Paget Road to the west.

The Forest Way cycle path runs along the western edge of the site and connects to a 
continuing green corridor to the north - north/west via a pedestrian/cycle bridge over 
Fosse Road North.

These are the boundaries that de" ne Rally Park, and the " xed entry points that provide 
limited access to what is currently designated a community park.  None of this was the 
product of intelligent design or careful planning – these boundaries and access points 
just evolved over time, in response to other needs and requirements.

This feasibility study reverses this process of emergence, says this is an important 
place at the interface between city and neighbourhood, and proposes overlayering 
activities and uses that will make this a vibrant shared resource for the future. 

This study extends the idea of a park both east and west, and north and south along 
the river corridor, to make better connections and open up new opportunities; it 
shifts boundaries and widens access points to improve public realm, breakdown 
threshold anxiety, strengthen identity and consolidate a more inclusive sense of 
place; it introduces new boundaries in line with ‘Safer Places’ and to the bene" t of 
neighbouring communities and local users; it overlays ! ood defence with education 
opportunity, play resource with a ‘perfect garden’ programme, passive spectating 
with active participation; and it makes for a more mobile and enchanting experience.

It also takes forward into future place making the memory of what has gone before.  
The Leicester & Swannington Railway, of course – perhaps in the landforming of ! ood 
mitigation structures and user movement through the site – but also, the site’s proximity 
to the con! uence of the River Soar and the Grand Union Canal, and, in particular, 
the nearby 18th century Pleasure Gardens mentioned by Mrs T. Fielding Johnson in 
‘Glimpses of Ancient Leicester in Six Periods’ (Clarke & Satchell, Leicester 1906).

The design concept is therefore 

This concept is revealed by the following four layers:

‘s h i f t i n g  b o u n d a r i e s ’

domain

activity

hydrology

movement
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5.4 conceptual layers

hierarchy  of movement broken down into legible ‘shifts’
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The primary route through the park will 
be a well de" ned and legible sequence 
of varying spaces that will create a 
dominant shift across the park

community routes will shift the domain 
as they take the public from one place to 
another

it is proposed that an elevated walkway 
will be placed above the park to shift 
perception and create an additional 
sense of drama from above the park.

the connection to the waterside allows 
rally park to become part of a bigger 
regional picture. It is in this way that the 
design will shift connections

potential to increase connections 
through existing built fabric
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# ood# ood

waterfrontwaterfront

fallfall

poolpool

brookbrook

irriga" onirriga" on

storestore

dramadrama

the river will play an integral part in the 
future of Rally Park. Since the beginning of 
Leicester it has served as a boundary. 

# ood

riv
er

exis" ng subterranean brook

unlocking the existing subterranean brook 
bringing a constant supply of running water into 
the park

celebrating the riverside with event spaces 
incorporating the drama that the water brings

collecting water from ! ood water in re! ection 
pools in quiet areas and dynamic, sculptural 
spaces closer to the river soar.

making use of the linear waterfront as a nature 
corridor and movement route

creative use of water storage to the community 
area of the park to irrigate local crops

through incorporating high river levels we 
can again shift the perceived boundary of 
the river and awaken sleeping spaces

ev
an

s w
eir

hydrology the boundary of the river has shifted over time through fl oods, the romans and the industrial revolution
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ac" veac" ve

extremeextreme

quietquiet

noisynoisy

relaxingrelaxing

vibrantvibrant

quietquiet

# oat# oat

layers and activities combine to make parklayers and activities combine to make park

community gardens

play area

open space

active play

forum

contemplation

activity shifts the boundaries between the people and the park. the park users will become the park itself

active playactive play

community gardencommunity garden

playareaplayarea

cafecafe

contemplationcontemplation

forumforum

open spacespacethe park will accommodate 
activities that bene" t the public, 
both the local community and the 
visitors.

there will be a wide range of 
activities that give each area of the 
park a different feel. Some will be 
noisy and vibrant, some will be 
quiet and re! ective. This recipe will 
infuse to create a new destination 
in Leicester that people will visit.

the people that engage in an 
activity will become actors in a 
scene that they are unaware of.

riverriver
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backland development at 
key points. garden space 
sensitively developed to 
address park

domain allotments

entrance threshold

stoop boundary threshold. 
ac" vity to rear of proper" es 

within private ownership

square in new 
public realm

tra$  c island

playground

tudor park

railway 
garden

community park

community park

local 
community

local 
community

new 
community

city park

river corridor

river corridor

the above text refers to Bath Gardens, near 
Rally Park. The ‘pleasure garden’ also forms 
one of the six parts of the 18th century ‘perfect 
garden’ , the others being the kitchen garden, an 
orchard, a park, an orangerie or greenhouse and a 
menagerie.

as part of the concept for rally park, a 21st 
century interpretation of the perfect garden 
will be applied across Rally Park and will 
connect the park to the local areas. These 
visual clues will also be repeated beyond 
the park to neighbouring public realm 
locations and pocket parks linking Rally 
Park with a wider context. 

threshold spaces will shift boundaries 
between certain zones/locations within 
the park and will be given special design 
treatment.

menagerie=entertainment/activitymenagerie=entertainment/activity

greenhouse=cafegreenhouse=cafe
park=parkpark=park

kitchenkitchen garden=allotmentsgarden=allotments

orchard=orchardorchard=orchard

orchard=orchardorchard=orchard
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school

locals

entrance

community centre

entrance

tudor road entrance new community

new entrance

city entrance
soar lane
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new entrance

river soar ‘regional river corridor’

this area of rally park will become a community 
park. to contain community allottments, education 
gardens, play space

this area of rally park to become city park - vibrant, 
activities, open to the public, 24 hour access

river soar to ‘! ood’ into rally park via a series of 
terraces opening the park up to the river

extension of elevated evans weir walkway over 
soar island. 

quiet contemplation menagerie space. natural 
performance created by the water of evans weir 
and new landscape terraces

cafe / boat and cycle hire and shop / chandlery

zig zag weave connecting communities and 
shifting boundaries. this linear elements breaks up 
the linearity of the park into a number of different 
usable spaces and serves an ever changing 
landscape feature (wall, water, hedge, step, bench, 
tree....)

plaza space within blueprint development. 
potential for this space to act as a threshold 
‘perfect garden’

‘fascination’ point and contemporary 
interpretation of the menagerie. to serve as a 
performance and activity space

key movement using soar lane. main link to the 
city centre and waterside development

key movement route through the site

evans weir 
alignment
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5.6 what next...
Actions
1.  LCC to review and comment on concept proposals thus far before the consultation 

event takes place. A period of 1 week has been allocated within the programme for 
comments to be received.

2.  A date for the consultation and prepare public / stakeholder event needs to be 
" xed and the details agreed with LCC. 

Programme
A stakeholder and public engagement event is planned to gain feedback on the work 
prepared to date within Stage 1 + 2, and to receive comments which may in! uence 
the next design stage.

Stage 3 develops the design concept into a sketch design. This allows the LCC project 
team to clearly visualise how Rally Park could be realised . At the heart of this exercise 
is the development of the design to realise the design concept whilst maximising the 
capital cost of the park. The conclusion of this exercise, will also therefore contain a 
budget report to illustrate the likely capital costs and funding options. 

The design report will be " nalised at this stage and is the conclusion to the feasibility 
study. This document will draw together all of the deliverables provided elsewhere 
within the study into one cohesive report which clearly sets out the evolution of the 
design proposals/guidance, as well as suggesting next steps. 


